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The Physical/Secular’ Misconstrued “Functionality” of Measures (The Matrix)? 

When mechanized in physicality/secularity’s forums, the Matrix is a mold utilized in 
stereotyping designed impressions in types of illustrations from which human mental 
poles are imaginatively casted as plated typologies. These plated significations utter 
graphed duplicated impressions in matrices. Therefore from the Latin, mātrīx or mātrīc 
conveys “breeding” and māter or mātr: “mother” (originating source). Navigations in 
search for definitive uses of measured illusions are instilled yet merely mirrored in 
reference to persons, characters and occurrences. Organizations of what are produced 
in manifestations describe depositions over time arrayed analyses. Such imbue 
residues for analyses discerning between their imaginative and resourceful deposits. 
The isolations imaginatively engage mini-phrased “solids,” wherein induced impulses 
are embedded. Multi-types of various misinformations are exchanged in databases of 
intermediates into which composite material entropies are engraved. Consequentially, 
nothing can be reliably presented as designed or willed in this stratum 

In this sense, the Matrix embellishes a mold for shaping dated displays of forums, which 
allow a finite number of audio-visual channels to be decoded to a virtual disc used in the 
production of records. Functionality in this vein imbues impetuous crossbars connecting 
multiple inputs to multiple outputs in elements of variations, which constantly change. 
Virtual reality environment series exhibit productions detailing who, what, when and 
where. Such are conveyed especially in advancement of simulating networks of science 
fiction/actions, reloaded in sequel to revolutions in compilations based on manifestation 
tracks. These recorded collections chart the tailspins associating the transformations of 
Matrix meta-series. Such defy all semblances of controlled organizational management 
of analyses in techniques for consistent strategy. This absence of sharing consultations 
enviably group variable messages in compacted chambers of disambiguation. Arrays of 
Grids list particles associated with the titled links directly intended to change the points 
which reduce the number of keyed devices for facilitation roads on the Matrix. 

The Grace Scriptures’ Actualized “Functionality” of Measures (The Matrix)? 

Ephesians 3:18 states, "that you may be (having been) fully able (d) to comprehend with 
all the saints what is the breadth and length and height and depth.” The conjunction i[na 

(een·ah) rendered “that” conveys the subjunctive mood and aorist tense to connote 
God’s express purpose. Maintaining the flow of the context of the antecedent verses, 
the conveyance is that Christ may live in the hearts of His elect and through the 
faithfulness of God, in Him having imparted spiritual comprehension to designated ones, 
as those having been rooted and grounded in Eternal Knowledge. Hence, the statement 



of this verse is, "that you may be fully able to comprehend with all the saints" the extent 
of God’s comprehensive grid for His beloved. Note that the Greek verb evxiscu,shte 
(ehx·ees·khees·ee·teh) rendered "fully able" is derived from evx (ehx) and iscuw 

(ees·khee·o) denoting the ones having been pre-capacitated, i.e., such ones may be, 
having been made highly capable and abundantly able to, having comprehended all the 
ramifications of God’s eternal workings in and of His Divine Decree.  

Here, the infinitive katalabe,sqai (kaht·ahl·ahv·ehs·theh) rendered "comprehend" is 

derived from kata (kaht·ah) and lambanw (lahm·vahn·o) literally denoting  to take or 

hold down, hence, those that may be manifestly capable of intellectually grasping, 
mentally laying hold and understanding with all the saints, enlightened aspects of the 
extent of God’s actualized Decree. This is defined in a vast quadrangle with what is 
prevalent in translation of “breadth, length, height, and depth.” The statement: “that you 
may be (having been) fully enabled to ……...having comprehended with all the saints” 
conveys ultimate growth and development of testimony in the Body of Christ; in viewing 
the essence of Eternal Spiritual Actualizations. Those of whom such blessings having 
been bestowed in this encyclical epistle together with all saints; are and have been 
caused to abundantly comprehend the limitless provisions of Christ in Eternality. 

The eternal workings of God were actualized and oriented in His Divine Decree. They 
are thus complimentarily testimonies in manifestation of God’s eternal plan, will and 
purpose ……..exhibiting the mastery of His power and wisdom, which He will in the end 
display to ALL (Ephesians 3:10). Hence, originality of all creation and operations reside 
within the ingredients of the aforementioned consistencies (the breadth and length, 
height and depth). This is spiritually discernable, the BIG picture and REALISTIC site of 
existence. Everything comprising elected ones memorial trip through the Time Capsule 
encompasses a collection of tribute trinkets. Even the occurrences that feature the so 
often misconstrued exhibitions of random impressionisms are actually manifested 
ventures historically solely in the sense of eternal intentions. Scriptural research in the 
Gospel of Grace exudes the successful finality of ALL having been enlisted in the 
limited communications of mankind’s limited ability due to human depravity, yet the 
extolling of God’s un-limitedness.  

The Grace Gospel Church Ministry believes and teaches that extremes of antithetical 
entropies do not preclude accomplishment of God’s purpose according to the pleasure 
of His Will. Neither the manifested ages of chaos nor assaults of conflicts are ever a 
barrier to His power and wisdom in any sense!  Hence, what must be comprehended is 

what are measured in view of God’s: pla,toj (plaht∙os) rendered “breadth,” yet denoting 

the uttermost of His actualized extent or purpose. This spiritual dimension is solely the 
determinant that controls what manifests in the physical/secular time/space dimensions, 

which are both characterized and quantified as: mh/koj (mee∙kos) rendered “length,” u[yoj 
(eep∙sos) rendered “height” and ba,qoj (vahth∙os) rendered “depth.” The latter physical 

dimensions are expressed in what is observed in measures of delineating manifestation 
of creatures and occurrences on the Matrix. Yet what is not observable in the physical 
forum is unseen as it imbues the unlimited essence of God’s Decree in Eternality, in the 
sole actuality of residing existence  


